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1. Summary/ Abstract 

1.1. Introduction 

My choice of topic for the diploma deals with the benefits of a quality system in an emergency 
medical service. During the year 2018 the Ambulance Regioin Biel wants to get certificated by the 
association of rescue (IVR). 
At the moment, this topic is one of the biggest focuses in the enterprise and with my thesis I aim to 
take part in the processus as well as I want to contribute my part to the certification. 
 

1.2. Aims and Questions 

With this diploma thesis I want to introduce the different quality tools which are utilised in an 

emergency medical service and present their use in a quality system. 
Questions: Which are the quality tools used in an emergency medical service? How are they 
aplicated and what is the benefit?  

1.3. Method und Material 

To reach a certain quality it is essential to have the appropriate tools. Some of them are summed up 

in this diploma thesis. Thanks to the introduction of a new pediatric reference book in the ARB AG, 

the use of a new tool to increase the quality can be shown off directly. Also other tools are 

mentioned and explained briefly. Additionally some informations in terms of the ISO system and the 

IVR are given.  
 

1.4. Timeline 

The deadline are according to the ones which are defined by the ARB AG. 

 

End of april 2018 : Theoretical part completed. 

Ende Juni 2018: Definition made of the part within the enterprise which is to be evaluated. 

Hand over date ARB: 02.07.18 

Hand over date Medi: middle of october 2018 

 

1.5. Results, conclusions 

The results are a representation therefore, that the quality tools are very high – graded. 
Demonstrated by the excamples it is possible for each rescue medical service to decide which 
quality tool is used. In fact some of the services use quality tools for improvements and others rely 
more on quality tools for supervision. The freedom and flexibility show off that eather way the quality 
in an enterprise is improved. This quality system can bring a long with time innovation as and 
continuity of the quality. Therefore information will not be lost even when changes of personnel 
happen. A quality system brings the base which can be improved individually by the needs of each 
rescue medical service. . 
 

 


